The Jackson staff, in partnership with the community, will prepare students for a better tomorrow by:

- Using AVID strategies that support individual perseverance and academic success:
  - Embed WICOR across all content areas
  - Focus 18-19: Inquiry
  - Model and encourage growth mindset and grit

- Engaging students in opportunities to collaborate and take ownership of their own learning:
  - Support students in setting academic and personal goals
  - Provide students with specific feedback (academic and successful student)
  - Share and discuss personal data with students

- Participating in goal setting, data-driven discussions, and focused instruction:
  - Participate in embedded PLC weekly
  - Analyze data collaboratively to inform instruction and identify instructional needs and strategies
  - Content Focus 18-19: Math

- Creating an environment that fosters trust, encouragement, and positive relationships:
  - Streamline ROAR/PBIS program expectations and embed AVID (use a common language)
  - Direct instruction of Successful Student Qualities
  - Greet every student daily to build relational capacity